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WHAT'S
INSIDE:
YOUR MACHINERY OPTIONS
Pre-fabrication / Steel Processing
Fabrication / Welding
Post-fabrication
Sheet Metal

OUR INDUSTRY SOLUTIONS
Automotive
Bridge Building
Crane Building
Machine Construction
Metal Construction
On and Offshore

Ship Building
Steel Fabrication
Steel Service Centre
Structural Engineering
Surface Treatment
Wind Tower

WHY CHOOSE SMS?
WHAT OUR CLIENTS SAY

YOUR
MACHINERY
OPTIONS
PRE-FABRICATION / STEEL PROCESSING
As a proud member of the Australian Steel Institute, Specialist
Machinery Sales offer a variety of prefabrication machinery for
assembling steel components in a workshop or other assembly
facility before transporting to site for erection.
Our extensive selection of prefabrication machinery ranges from
bandsaws to beamlines and coping robots, plus plasma cutters,
pipe rotators and shotblasting machines.
LEARN MORE HERE

BANDSAW

BEAMLINE AND
COPING ROBOT

CIRCULAR SAWING

FLATBAR AND
ANGLE LINES

PLASMA CUTTING
AND DRILLING

PIPE ROTATORS AND
PIPE WELDING

PLATE AND SECTION
ROLLING / BENDING

SHOT BLASTING

YOUR
MACHINERY
OPTIONS
FABRICATION / WELDING
Fabrication machinery is used to manufacture steelwork
components that will, when assembled and joined, form a
complete frame or structure. Specialist Machinery Sales offer
our clientele high-calibre fabrication machinery in beam/robot
welding and steel beam assembly and welding.
Choose from the options below to review the range of machines
that can help your workshop achieve full automation,
productivity and efficiency.
LEARN MORE HERE

BEAM WELDING /
ROTATION

STEEL BEAM ASSEMBLY
AND WELDING

ROBOT
WELDING

YOUR
MACHINERY
OPTIONS
POST-FABRICATION
Post Fabrication is the last stage and integral as prefabrication
and fabrication are both concerned. To ensure the highest form
of quality for steel structures, Specialist Machinery Sales
partnered with European brands specialising in shotblasting and
painting systems.
Choose from shotblasting and painting systems, powder coating
systems, and zinc spraying systems from industry-leading brands
like Kaltenbach and SLF.
LEARN MORE HERE

PAINTING SYSTEMS

POWDER COATING

SHOT BLASTING

ZINC SPRAYING

YOUR
MACHINERY
OPTIONS
SHEET METAL
Sheet metal is one of the basic types used in metalworking,
which can be cut and angled into a variety of shapes as per the
Australian General Engineering.
A wide range of everyday materials is made from sheet metal.
Specialist Machinery Sales offer structural machinery options to
help you produce quality sheet metals.
LEARN MORE HERE

LASER CUTTING

TUBE LASER CUTTING

OUR
INDUSTRY
SOLUTIONS
Specialist Machinery Sales provides our clientele with a full range
of structural steel machinery options for industries such as steel
construction/fabrication and steel service centres.
Aside from these, we are proud to showcase a variety of steel
processing machines for different sectors under the steel
manufacturing industry like 5G Poles, Power Transmission Towers,
Shipyards, Metal and Machine Construction, Bridge Building,
Aviation, Agricultural Machine Engineering, and the Automotive
sector, just to name a few.
LEARN MORE HERE

STEEL
FABRICATION
Specialist Machinery Sales offer a wide range of steel
processing automation solutions that help improve your
workshop's productivity and performance.
Choose from our wide selection of superior machinery, available
to automate every stage of the process and provide you with
optimum results.

LEARN MORE HERE

METAL
CONSTRUCTION
Specialist Machinery Sales provide a wide variety of superior
machinery to assist you in achieving the best possible results,
regardless of the scale of your construction project.
Learn how steel processing automation can help you achieve
better processing schedules while lowering your total cost of
ownership, saving you time and money while getting efficient
and favorable results.

LEARN MORE HERE

ON AND
OFFSHORE
Specialist Machinery Sales understand that more and more
offshore fabricators are discovering that automating their
cutting process is the answer to their tight production deadlines.
They believe that automating the fitting and welding processes
through implementing CNC-controlled weld preparations help
achieve increased quality and productivity.

LEARN MORE HERE

SHIP
BUILDING
Because of its ongoing innovation-driven nature, the
shipbuilding sector today is in great demand. With this, cutting
processes in a manual manner can no longer keep up with the
demands for increased innovation and exceptional precision.
Shipbuilders are now choosing to automate their cutting process
to provide superior cutting precision, complete design flexibility,
and optimal weld preparation.

LEARN MORE HERE

WIND
TOWER
Specialist Machinery Sales provide a wide variety of superior
machinery to assist you in achieving the best possible results,
regardless of the scale of your construction project.
Learn how steel processing automation can help you achieve
better processing schedules while lowering your total cost of
ownership, saving you time and money while getting efficient
and favorable results.

LEARN MORE HERE

WHY
CHOOSE SMS?
Specialist Machinery Sales are the European machine tool
builders, with more than 15 years of experience in supplying superior
steel processing and structural steel machinery in Australia, New
Zealand and Southeast Asia. We offer FREE technical
consultation, time studies, videos, 3D layouts and
demonstrations.
Partnering with a machine tool consultant with the pedigree to
match your business’ strategy, competitive positioning and
ambitions can be challenging.
Not with SMS! The value of engaging SMS support and
participation in the design process that creates a machine tool
specification that maximises value and ROI has been
consistently achieved by our clients.

PARTNERING
WITH SMS
There are many alternatives to consider when production capacity
is being reviewed; these include whom to partner with, how to
make that choice, and knowing what you will get at the end.
With clients servicing a variety of sectors, their demands include
CNC machine tools, sheet and fabrication, structural steel
machinery, and robotic welding solutions to the Asia-Pacific region.
This is the culmination of a fully supportive and collaborative
relationship motivated by your success.
Check what our clients say about how SMS helped them achieve
higher productivity and improved their automation process below:

SOME OF
OUR CLIENTS

CSF INDUSTRIES INVESTS
IN ITS FUTURE WITH ZEMAN
The Zeman removes all these issues - it removes downtime from the
production process, improving productivity throughout the entire
workshop. Another of the advantages is the consistency of labour that
it delivers. SEAN ADAMS, Director

Sean was equally as impressed with CSF Industries' newly
purchased Zeman structural steel beam assembly machine.
According to Sean, it has improved on-site rework considerably.
"The Zeman helps us to guarantee the quality of our work. We
get a lot of repeat business due to our quality standards and
lack of rework."

LEARN MORE HERE

PAGE STEEL: FUTURE PROOFING
VIA AUTOMATION
Our most recent and largest investment—at $3.5 million—was in
robotic fabrication. While this machinery requires a large investment
upfront, it is an investment in the future of the company. It will ensure
the company is relevant and at the forefront of the industry.
CHRIS PIACENTINI, Director

Page Steel recently purchased a Zeman Zeman SBA single rail
robotic fabrication machine, which is capable of fabricating
beams 1,100mm wide and 18,000mm long. The handling robot
can pick up 250kg per add-on part and the beam weight has a
maximum of 6 tonnes. “The machinery we’ve invested in solves a
lot of the issues we’ve been facing in terms of difficulty to
recruit workers, accuracy and speed.'

LEARN MORE HERE

PACIFIC STEEL
CONSTRUCTIONS AND ZEMAN
Todd Dolling, the owner of Specialist Machinery Sales is superbly
supported by Zeman and Andreas Hofer (CEO, Zeman) when
evaluating, commissioning and supporting the Zeman Steel Beam
Assembly machine to our Sydney fabrication workshop.
NICK CHRISTOU, Managing Director

As the Managing Director of Pacific Steel Constructions, I have
known Todd Dolling since 2014, when all four Directors travelled
to Austria to visit Zeman prior to investing in the Zeman SBA.
Todd has supported our workshop's ambition to automate the
fabrication and welding of a steel fabrication business when
commissioning the Zeman Steel Beam Assembly machine.
I can testify that the SMS/Zeman partnership is reliable,
authentic, passionate and honest when evaluating and
supplying technology that future proofs our workshop, so we
can win more and do more with less footprint and skilled labour.

DIAB ENGINEEERING
AND ZEMAN
Our workshop capacity has increased and the schedules have been
improved, that is allowing the workshop to deliver complex steel
packages located hundreds of kilometres from the workshop so
avoiding costly rework on-site is critical to the projects overall
success. GLEN PAYNE, Chief Executive Officer

Diab ordered the Zeman Compact SBA and due to the COVID travel
restrictions at the time did not travel to Europe or Australia to view any
installations which isn't the way our business has historically purchased
machinery. This unique buying challenge for a high-value automated
fabrication and welding machine meant our businesses needed to rely
on the reputation of Todd from SMS and Andreas from Zeman plus the
technology itself to perform with accuracy.
The evaluation process for the technology that Todd guided us through
was robust so our team could identify where the Zeman SBA would
positively impact our workshops capacity to deliver fabricated steel
accurately to tight schedules.

DUNSTEEL INVESTS IN
KALTENBACH SYSTEM
As a result, we have been able to increase production by around three
times, when compared to our old machinery. It has also enabled us to
deploy staff into higher skilled roles. JONATHON DUNLOP, Director

According to Dunsteel's Director, Jonathon Dunlop, they
invested in the Kaltenbach steel processing system, to help
improve productivity and bolster efficiency. "Our ambition is to
have the machine working two shifts per day—to load it up and
then leave it alone. Depending on the complexity of the job,
this outcome is achievable and does happen."

LEARN MORE HERE

HOW AUTOMATION
DOUBLED ACA'S CAPACITY
That's why we decided to invest in a coping robot. This machine replaces the
drilling machine, band saw, angle machine, flat bar machine, plate machine,
layout marking, and stamping. So I can push more work through the one
machine. MOHAMED ELOMAR, General Manager

ACA has doubled the capacity of their workshop. “Prior to the
installation of the coping robot, we produced 50 tonnes per week.
Now we can produce 100 tonnes per week—all without increasing
either our workforce or our footprint.” This increased capacity
means that ACA can meet clients’ project timeframes much more
easily, and is even able to sell their excess capacity to some of the
local steel service centres.

LEARN MORE HERE

SOUTHERN QUEENSLAND STEEL
AND A COPING ROBOT
People want to go one-stop, they don’t want to split the order and share it
around. They can now just give us all the coping to do and we’ve been
picking up lots of coping recently. DICK THORNTON, State Manager

The beam cutting machine / coping robot helped Southern
Queensland Steel to add even more value to their customers'
steel. “It helped us grow the business in the fact that we can
now do everything”, Thornton says. “The customer doesn’t have
the need to go anywhere else.”

LEARN MORE HERE

LOOKING TO BUY PRELOVED MACHINERY?
Specialist Machinery Sales offer second-hand or used structural
steel processing machinery from Kaltenbach, Gietart, Haeusler, SLF
and more.
Generally, the machines that SMS has access to are from trading
for new machines offered from the machine tool builders to clients
of SMS in Australia and New Zealand. Most machines are between
5 and 15 years of age with full-service history available. Some
machines can be inspected under power or in their shipping
packing ready for immediate delivery to Australasia.

LEARN MORE HERE

JOIN OUR EXCLUSIVE
AND GROWING
LINKEDIN GROUP
Join our growing and exclusive LinkedIn Group Innovating Structural Steel Processing and Fabrication Group.
In this group, we bring in thought leadership content, topics, trends
and challenges within the steel industry and steel processing
automation. We encourage everyone to share your business
challenges and solutions that you have encountered and how steel
processing automation had helped achieved your business
objectives.
JOIN HERE

HATE MISSING OUT?
Be the first to receive the latest
promotions, new releases and discounted
offers by following us on social:
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